September's Sampler of the Month . . .

. . "Virtue Samplers" from Sandra Sullivan/HomespunElegance ~ our in-shop model is finished and framed! Thank you, Deb, for your
beautiful (and fast!) stitching. The framed model is stitched on 40c Days Gone By with Belle Soie , and the hand-grained frame is from
Priscilla's Pocket. You may choose to stitch it on something other than 40c. We currently have in stock 40c and 32c, and the 36c is on
its way. During September you may save 15% on the purchase of at least two of the three parts:
chart ($13) + linen and silk ($5 for 2-inch margins on 40c, other counts will be slightly higher and Belle Soie $6.50) + frame
($42 for 40c, $44 for 36c, $46 for 32c) ~ please specify your linen count when ordering as well as the margins you prefer

In Remembrance . . .

. . . and to honor those who lost their lives on 9/11 and those who today are fighting at home and abroad to preserve our cherished
freedoms, we have a second Sampler of the Month for September: "One Flag" from Tracy Riffle/Hands to Work . I have loved this
design since I first laid eyes on it in Tracy's booth at market. I began stitching it on July 4th and just finished it last week. The
frame came in late yesterday from Priscilla's Pocket, so I'll show you a photo of it framed next time. I laid the corner sample on the
stitched piece for the photo below.

It is stitched on 40c Vintage Sand Dune with, what else, Bell Soie! And just so that you hear it from someone else, I must share with
you part of an e-mail from Shelly:

P.S. Just as I was slow to appreciate 40 count linen, I was slow to get on board with the Belle Soie
silks. But I recently started my first project with them, and see that they deserve all your words of
praise. Just wonderful!
Save 15% during September on your purchase of at least two of he following for "One Flag": chart ($7) ~ Belle Soie ($52) ~ fabric
(price varies depending on count and margins) ~ and frame ($63 for the 40-count size). Please specify the margins you'd like when
ordering fabric. We recommend 2 inches, but if you want more, please let us know.

And please join the FLY THE FLAG campaign so that tomorrow all across this great land and in every community in America there are
flags flying outside every home, apartment, office, and store on the seventh anniversary of one of our country's worst tragedies. I took
the above photograph on 9/11/2004 in a park in Tempe, Arizona at a most moving flag tribute to the victims of 9/11. I will never forget
it as long as I live.

What's New in the Shop

Just in the door from the brown truck, our automatic shipment from Belinda/Blue Ribbon Designs ~ and these have got to be some of
her best work yet, even while tending to her husband who was recently seriously injured in a motorcycle accident. We have had a number
of you order these already since word of their release appeared on the 'net in the last week or so, so your wait is over! They're here!

"Behind the Gate" ($14) is a Halloween calendar that includes charting and finishing instructions for the calendar, along with finishing
instructions to use the motifs as feather-tree ornaments. The fabric is Lakeside 's Sugared Ginger, which also arrived today!

And here you are, Rhonda! You can pick up your copy tomorrow night. "Creepy Crawly" ($14) is a unique set of Halloween smalls along
with a stitched casket to hold them! There is a tombstone needlebook, a pinkeep, and a scissors fob. Notice the stitched skeleton in the
bottom of the casket! The package contains complete charting and finishing instructions. The original and very clever verses are, on the
casket, "The stitching tools from my basket are laid to rest in this tiny casket" and, on the tombstone, "Here lies mya needles, sharp,
fine, a dear friend of mine," and on the pinkeep, "My pins will sleep in this tiny keep." These are stitched on 32-count Black Forest and
Tarnished Silver from Lakeside Linens.

And above are Belinda's other two newest.
"My Sewing Sampler" ($10) is a gameboard-style sampler featuring stitching and sewing items, with blank squares that you
embellish with items from your own sewing basket. It also has a wonderful verse: "Linens, wools, and printed cottons, charms,
beads, a handful of buttons, threads, Ric Rac, a piece of lace, all can be found in my sewing case."
"Alphabet Zoo" ($14), a monochromatic wildlife sampler featuring animals, reptiles, insects, and sea life for each letter of the
alphabet.
And from The Sweetheart Tree , two new biscornu pincushion kits: "Blackberries on Gingham" and "Holiday Holly" (each $19), complete
with joining and finishing techniques for your biscornu.

And two new designs featuring two of everyone's favorite animal motifs, bunnies and owls: a most adorable "Bevy of Bunnies" ($37) is a
kit with 32c Rue Green Belfast and ""O is for Owl" ($19) is a kit with 28c Summer Khaki Cashel.

And the first three in a new series from Sandy, The Monthly Birthstone Sampler Collection. "January" features the garnet and
carnation, "February" is the amethyst and violet, and "March" is aquamarine and jonquil. Each chart, complete with an appropriately
colored heart charm, is $10.

Several designs from primitivebettys that have been in the shop for a bit, each $10: "Affinity Pinkeep Sampler" ~ and "Friends
Sampler" . . .

. . . and "Peacock Pair Pinkeep" ~ and "Two Birds Sampler"

And from Willow Hill Samplings, :"Heart and Hand" ($7) and ""Flora and Fauna" ($12)

From Dames of the Needle/Finger Work, "The Sampler Purse," ($20) with magnetic closures included, stitched on 32c Vintage
Woodsmoke from Lakeside ~ and "Ocean Daughter" ($9) stitched in one color, so it will be easy for you to make this your own by
choosing your favorite color combination of fabric + thread.

Some fabulous seasonal fobs from Needlemade Designs ~ those on ribbon are $30, the others are $40.

And here are some exciting things that aren't here yet but are on their way, some coming via the St.
Charles, Missouri cash 'n carry needlework market being held this weekend:
Several very beautiful "pink" things from Paula/Kelmscott Designs that are truly a labor of love. Both of these items have a
breast-cancer dedication from Paula, who will be donating a portion of the profits to breast cancer awareness and education.
Both are $9, the Pink Lady needleminder and the Pink Snips scissors. Aren't they wonderful?! The scissors are dedicated to
every person who has encountered this disease. We're excited that Paula will soon be "in our neighborhood" for part of the
year. She and her husband will be wintering in Mesa soon and joining the thousands of other "snow birds" that flock to our
wonderful winter climate (sssshhhh, don't tell anyone else about it out of regard for our already over-crowded highways and
byways).
"Love, Laugh, Survive & Thrive" from The Cat's Whiskers perfectly complements the new scissors, a collaboration between
TCW and Dinky Dyes ~ the limited-edition chartpack ($21) includes full finishing instructions with photographs, a skein of
"Hope" limited-edition silk and silk ribbon, and a beautiful hand-blown glass bead. The design uses 32c linen. We hope to come
home with these from St. Charles. $1 from the sale of each pack will be donated to cancer research!

Coming to our Attic very soon from Liberty Hill, "All Hallows Eve" ~ a handpainted Halloween paper maiche box, finished on the
inside and outside, with a charming Halloween scene on the lid and very adorable accessories, a project metal thread ring with a
woodem tag, a matching thread winder, and a tiny scissors fob. This is a VERY limited edition, available only until October 31.
You may reserve yours now. $39

(We don't have a photo yet, but coming also from Liberty Hill is a "Christmas Memories Slant-Top Box" ~ no price yet either, but as
soon as we have more details, we'll publish them here.

)

Coming soon from Darlene O'Steen/The Needle's Prayse, Part 1 of her "Celtic Sampler - Wallace" with "Celtic Sampler Robertson" expected around February 2009. This is a solidly-worked sampler using Needlepoint, Inc. silk on linen (Darlene used
40-count, but that's certainly a personal preference) and many wonderful embroidery stitches. This section measures 8 x 8 on
40-count; the next section will be the same size, so a finished size of 8 x 16. You may reserve your copy now. This should be
here within a week.

Well, as always, I have more to show you than I have time or space for again. I hope that I get caught up one day soon. Friday it's off
to St. Charles, Missouri for another tough assignment, shopping for you! It's one of my favorite parts of this business for so many
reasons, seeing dear friends, meeting talented designers who add so much to the enjoyment of our needlework, eeing their finished
models, taking classes and learning new things, and coming home with suitcases overflowing with wonderful stuff!
Before closing for today, here are some important finishing deadlines for your Holiday stitching projects:
Pillows and Stockings ~ Tuesday, October 28, regular price. After that date the finisher adds a "rush" fee. And after
Thanksgiving, her fee is doubled. So stitch faster!
Ornaments - probably early November, but I say "probably" because I need to verify the dates. Further information to follow.

Thanks for your continued interest in our eNewsletter ~ and don't forget to fly your flags tomorrow!
I'll be wearing red, white & blue!

Jean Lea
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